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Current Affairs of the Day 
Panel to look into AFSPA withdrawal from Nagaland 

1. Weeks after a botched ambush by an elite armed forces unit killed 13 
civilians of Nagaland, the government decided to constitute a committee 
to study the possibility of withdrawing the Armed Forces (Special Powers) 
Act (AFSPA) from the State. 

2. The Act gives immunity to armed forces when they use force in a notified 
area. 

3. The statement said the committee would submit its report within 45 days. 
The withdrawal of the “disturbed area” notification and the AFSPA from 
Nagaland will be based on the recommendations of the committee, it 
added.  

4. A court of inquiry will initiate disciplinary proceedings against the Army 
unit and Army personnel, who are directly involved in the Oting incident.  
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Raising the legal age of marriage for girls: Change in 
legislation without education won’t bring gender equality 

An amendment to The 
Prohibition of Child Marriage 
(Amendment) Act, 2006, was 
introduced in Lok Sabha 
December 21, 2021, and later 
sent to the Parliamentary 
Standing Committee. 

Objects and reasons 

The statement of objects and 
reasons as mentioned in the 
Bill emphasised the urgent 
need of tackling this societal 
issue and to bring in reforms. 
It is argued that the multiple 
Marriage Act — the Indian 
Christian Marriage Act, 1872; 
the Parsi Marriage and Divorce 
Act, 1936; the Muslim Personal 
Law Application Act, 1937; the 
Special Marriage Act, 1954; 
the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 
and the Foreign Marriage Act, 
1969 — do not provide for a 
uniform minimum age of 
marriage for men and women in their present form. This aggravates gender 
inequality. 

Salient features of the proposed amendment: 

1. The proposed amendment, if enacted, will redefine the ‘child’ to bring the 
age of marriage for both men and women at par. This will be having an 
overriding effect on every other law, custom, usage or practice. 

2. The amendment in relation to marriageable age will be effective two years 
after the Bill receives the assent of the President. 

3. The Bill also proposes a change in the time of filing a petition to make the 
child marriage void. It is prescribed that either of the contracting parties 
can file a petition to make the marriage void after completing two years 
of attaining majority, the proposal is to substitute it with five years. 
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4. The first Act to combat child marriage came in 1929; it set the minimum 
age of marriage for girls at 14 years and for boys at 18 years. In 1978, this 
was amended to 18 for girls and 21 for boys, and remained so in subsequent 
amendment in 2006. 

5. There have been several debates and deliberation on the amendment of the 
Act, especially on the marriageable age, with an intention to bring parity. 
The one proposed by the 18th Law Commission of India in 2008 must be 
taken into consideration for discussion. 

Law Commission report: 

1. The Supreme Court requested the support of the law commission to provide 
a uniform definition of ‘child’ across all legislations. 

2. The Commission, while preparing the report, examined laws relating to child 
marriage from different countries and the international covenants that 
mandate the eradication of child marriage. The Commission recommended 
that the minimum legal age for marriage for both girls and boys be 18 
years. 

3. The Bill amendment is an outcome of the task force set up by the Union 
Ministry for Women and Child Development in June 2020. The task force 
was mandated to look into the correlation between the age of marriage 
with issues of women’s nutrition, prevalence of anaemia, infant mortality 
rate, among other social indices. 

The task force in the current amendment has proposed 21 years as the 
minimum legal age of marriage for both boys and girls. But does it offer a 
solution to gender inequality or create more ambiguity? 

Complication created by other laws Other Laws: 

1. Act like Juvenile Justice Care and Protection and schemes such as 
Integrated Child Protection Scheme have the scope to extend support to 
such vulnerable children only up to the age of 18. So, under such 
circumstances, will there be no space to provide support to child 
brides/grooms aged 19-21? 

2. The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012, allows 
consensual sex at / after 18 years. This implies that a person may have sex 
after 18, but cannot marry till s / he is 21. This may give rise to other issues 
such as feticide. 

3. Legislations alone have never been able to keep a tab on child marriages. 
The National Crime Record Bureau data says that only 785 cases have been 
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registered under Prohibition of Child Marriage in 2020. The number was 523 
in 2019 and 501 in 2018. 

4. On the other hand, 23.3 per cent of girls get married before the legal age 
as captured by National Family Health Survey 5. 

5. The task force has also recommended increasing access of girls to higher 
education as well as ensuring skill and vocational training. Implementation 
of sex education is also one of the important recommendations by the task 
force. 

6. These recommendations, if implemented with letter and spirit, will 
strengthen the constituency of youth and adolescents and make them 
courageous enough to say no to child / early marriage. It will also ensure 
the bodily integrity of the girl child and the reproductive choice. The law 
will not be as effective unless these are implemented. 

Socio-behavioural changes are needed: 

1. Change of legislation in isolation will not stop child marriage unless there 
are socio-behavioural changes among parents and the community. Families 
also need to be provided with appropriate livelihood opportunities. 

2. The Niti Aayog recently acknowledged the Odisha government with SKOCH 
award for combating child marriage by empowering adolescents and 
declaring villages as child marriage-free. Such practices need to be 
replicated by other states. 

3. The Prevention of Child Marriage Bill, 2004, was referred to the 
Parliamentary standing committee on introduction. The standing 
committee, at that point, had suggested keeping 18 as the minimum legal 
age for marriage for both boys and girls.  

Bringing at par the ages of the two genders is considered as an indicator of 
gender parity; so the legal age of boys for marriage can be lowered to ensure 
the same.   
 

New CAG report exposes wide gap between India's 
groundwater management regulations & implementation 

1. The Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG) conducted the 
performance audit of groundwater management and regulation to analyse 
the extent of groundwater scarcity in the country. 

2. The main objectives of the CAG audit were to ascertain the implementation 
of groundwater regulations, a mechanism for managing groundwater, 
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targets and objectives on the schemes of groundwater management and 
appropriate steps taken to achieve the relevant targets under the United 
Nations-mandated Sustainable Development Goal 6 that addresses water 
scarcity among other issues.  

3. As much as 77 per cent of units in 18 states of India are operating without 
no-objection certificates (NOC) despite clear instructions in the consent to 
operate (CtO) document, according to the report. 

4. Among units granted a license by the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) in 
15 states of India, 78 per 
cent were extracting 
groundwater without NOC, 
according to the findings.  

5. It is clear that there is no 
connection between the 
licenses granted by BIS 
and the obtaining of NOC 
from the Central Ground 
Water Authority (CGWA) 
and such instances shall 
continue in future as well 
if not stopped today. 

Sustainable development 
goal  

1. There is a major threat in 
achieving SDG goal 6 as 
the CAG report reveal the bitter truth of groundwater management in India. 
Despite CGWA guidelines and CGW Board (CGWB), the implementation and 
management of policies are extremely weak and needs scaffolding to 
strengthen it. 

2. To increase water-use efficiency under SDG target 6.4, the NITI Aayog has 
indentured one indicator which is ‘percentage of groundwater availability 
against net annual availability”. The national target value for this indicator 
is 70. 

3. Report highlights that over the period from 2004 to 2017, there has been a 
severe downturn in assessment units that are categorised as safe (<70 per 
cent), whereas the percentage of blocks categorised as semi-critical, 
critical and over-exploited has increased. 
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4. In fact, the overall stage of groundwater extraction has increased from 58 
per cent in 2004 to 63 per cent in 2017, which is a matter of great concern.  

According to the CAG report, there are eight states or Union territories in the 
country, which have values higher than the target of 70. 

Expert’s point of view 

1. All the states shall 
adopt model 
groundwater bill 
and try to regulate 
their own 
groundwater. 
States like Uttar 
Pradesh, Haryana 
and Punjab have 
already 
implemented this," 
said a groundwater 
expert from CGWA. 

2. CGWA shall work 
for advisory and 
policymaking, 
whereas work-
related to NOC, 
inspections and 
others shall be 
done by respective 
state departments, 
he added. 

3. The authority does not have adequate staff for managing hundreds of 
thousands of industries, the expert pointed out. Respective state 
departments shall strengthen them and they shall monitor it. 

The way forward  

1. There is an urgent need for a strong mechanism for the management of 
groundwater in India so that regulations are effectively and efficiently 
implemented.  

2. Proper tracking systems or audit activities are required from time to time 
on the schemes of groundwater management and regulation so that true 
picture is available.  
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3. CGWB strictly needs to 
take adequate steps to 
strengthen its 
organisation by 
increasing its manpower 
and taking advice from 
experts so that the 
country can achieve the 
SDG 6 target by the year 
2030. 

4. CAG needs to assess from 
time to time, the progress 
made by CGWB so  that 
India can fulfil its a 
commitment towards 
SDG goal 6. 

5. CGWB needs to review its 
progress and shall plan 
it’s interventions soon at 
state as well as at 
central-level to bridge the 
gap. 

 

MAINS 
DAWP 

Q1. What is the Longevity dividend? Discuss challenges and 
opportunities hidden in the upcoming longevity dividend of 
India. 

MCQs 
Q1. In which of the following states the Armed Forces 
(Special Powers) Act (AFSPA) is in force? 
1. Nagaland 
2. Chattisgarh 
3. Assam 
Select the correct answer from the codes given below 
a. 1 and 2 only 
b. 2 and 3 only 
c. 1 and 3 only 
d. 1, 2 and 3 

 


